Improved catheter navigation with 3D electromagnetic guidance.
To evaluate the in vitro performance of an electromagnetic navigation system (ENS) in aortic arch branch cannulation and describe its role for fenestrated endograft deployment. Reconstructed multidetector computed tomography images of silicone phantoms representing the aortic arch and a thoracoabdominal aortic aneurysm were uploaded onto the StealthStation workstation, which provided 3-dimensional visualization of a guidewire by tracking sensors on its tip. For the evaluation of aortic arch branch cannulation, 9 operators were asked to cannulate the phantom's common carotid and left subclavian arteries using the (1) ENS, (2) a 2-dimensional (2D) screen setting simulating fluoroscopy, and (3) both imaging modalities. Analysis included procedure times, number of wall hits, and the Imperial College Complex Cannulation Scoring Tool (IC3ST) qualitative performance score. To evaluate the ability of the ENS during positioning of a fenestrated stent-graft over the visceral segment, a custom-made 4-vessel fenestrated stent-graft with sensors on the fenestrations was deployed 5 consecutive times using the ENS as the exclusive imaging technique. In the aortic arch model, cannulation times were significantly longer in the ENS group. However, compared with the 2D version, using both imaging modalities reduced fluoroscopic times [median 26.5 seconds (IQR 19.7-30.7) vs. 87 seconds (IQR 64-128), p<0.0001] and wall hits [median 8.5 (IQR 16-38) vs. 14 (IQR 11-160, p<0.05), while improving IC3ST performance scores [31/35 (IQR 30-31.2) vs. 25/35 (IQR 24-27), p<0.05]. Following deployment of the endograft with tracked fenestrations, the 4 visceral vessels were cannulated in all cases using only the ENS. The use of the ENS as a complementary imaging modality might be beneficial in terms of radiation exposure, cannulation performance, and positioning of intravascular devices.